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The 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review Report articulates a “Shift in Emphasis from the
20th Century to the 21st Century in order to meet the new strategic environment.” Multiple
references within the document refer to the movement away from traditional industrial age
American operational principles such as weapons systems, mass and firepower to Information
Age constructs of humans, information and effects.

Culture has gained quite a bit of currency in recent defense community debates
concerning current and future capabilities of the American military, so much so that it has
become something of a DOD “buzzword.” As is often the case with “buzzwords,” the term lacks
a commonly accepted, agreed upon definition. What then, exactly, is culture? Does it really
matter to the success of current and future American military operations, specifically land
operations? If so, how do we effectively instill an appreciation of cultural knowledge within the
force?

This Strategic Research Project will define culture and examine its role within the current
and emerging contemporary operating environments, determine the importance of culture to the
accomplishment of military objectives and provide recommendations for inculcating the
appropriate level of cultural competence within the Nation’s primary land force, the Army.
The end of the Cold War transformed the global environment. The eradication of an entire host of historic barriers unleashed the forces of globalization and ushered in the beginning of “The Information Age.” From Francis Fukuyama’s question about “the end of history” to Samuel P. Huntington’s dire “clash of civilizations”, predications concerning the future of humans and their societies have been many and varied. More than a decade and a half later, the magnitude, scale and scope of changes in the post-industrial age have become more and more apparent. The hype and euphoria surrounding globalization and its pillars of free markets, liberalism, goodwill and the western way crashed with the Islamist terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Nearly four and a half years into the “Long War” and with the experiences of Afghanistan and Iraq providing, to varying degrees, hindsight’s clarity, the calls for significant and, in many instances, profound change within the American military are loud and strident.

In response, in part, to these calls and in line with the Defense Department’s continuing efforts to transform itself, the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review Report (QDR) articulates a “Shift in Emphasis from the 20th Century to the 21st Century in order to meet the new strategic environment.” Multiple references within the document point to the movement away from traditional industrial-age American operational principles such as weapons systems, mass and firepower to the information-age constructs of humans, information, and effects. The 2006 QDR often utilizes key words, such as “transformation” and “change.” When these are read in conjunction with frequent uses of words such as “partner/partnership,” “allies,” “coalitions,” “language” and “culture/cultural,” a discerning reader comes away with the distinct impression of a new and significant emphasis within the Defense Department on leveraging multi-lateral relationships and understanding indigenous societies in the pursuit of national objectives.

As the lead elements of his Fifth Corps were approaching Baghdad, Lieutenant General (LTG) William Wallace was quoted as saying “The enemy we’re fighting is different from the one we’d war-gamed against.” At the time, this statement was controversial; today, it appears prophetic. Three years later, American soldiers continue to wage a counterinsurgency campaign against a determined enemy, one which appears to leverage a deep understanding of the indigenous societal and religious culture, while seemingly taking advantage of the United States Army’s largely cursory knowledge of the same. This situation has opened a large debate within the American defense community. Was Fifth Corps’ failure to anticipate the nature of the enemy the result of mirror imaging at the political-strategic and operational levels? Has the insurgency profited from American tactical ineffectiveness in gaining and maintaining the
indigenous population’s support or at the very least passivity? Is culture the culprit? Is it a significant contributing factor in one or both instances?

Culture has gained quite a bit of currency in recent defense community debates concerning the present and future capabilities of the American military, so much so that it has become something of a DOD “buzzword.” As is often the case with “buzzwords,” there is no commonly accepted, agreed upon definition.\(^{10}\) What then, exactly, is culture? Does it really matter to the success of current and future American military operations, specifically land operations? If so, how can we effectively instill an appreciation of cultural knowledge within the force?

**Defining Culture**

Culture is not easily defined, not least because it can have different meanings in different contexts.\(^{11}\) During the 1960s, researchers found more than three hundred definitions of culture.\(^{12}\) From organic cultivation of soil and crops or a biological ‘culture’ in a laboratory, through individual achievement (as in a ‘cultured gentleman’) to intellectual and artistic works or practices that define human society as socially constructed rather than natural, culture can have multitudinous definitions.\(^{13}\) Even cultural theorists have difficulty agreeing on one definition and generally believe the word to have a plurality of meanings, each of which is usually associated with a particular field or area of study within the broad domain of cultural theory. “Culture is an indispensable but multi-accented term with a complex and still open history, which in itself expresses the complexity of human history.”\(^{14}\) Regardless of the difficulty of determining a generally agreed upon definition of culture, it is important to note that it is vital to a range of academic disciplines, such as Philosophy, Linguistics and Education, as well as Anthropology, Sociology, Literary, Media and obviously, Cultural and Regional Studies.\(^{15}\)

Ultimately, culture is about humans and is inherent to the human experience. In fact, its very immanence makes it difficult to define in a univocal sense.\(^{16}\) The debate surrounding what constitutes culture and what it means to human interaction is not new. Plato (428-347 BCE) wrote about a large range of matters which fall within the realm of cultural considerations; questions concerning human identity and relations, as well as questions about politics, ethics and other distinctly human endeavors.\(^{17}\) Through the last three hundred years, the most widespread use of the word culture has generally referred to the world of the arts, but the arts in this sense are really only a reflection or manifestation of human endeavor writ large. In this regard, culture has often been mobilized to serve a liberal or radical conservative ideology.\(^{18}\)

Only recently (1981), has the meaning of culture been extended to refer to the idea that it embodies “a whole way of life.”\(^{19}\) Randolph Williams’ definition of culture as “whole way of life”
of a social group or whole society unites multiple aspects of previous thought through the idea of culture as a signifying system, ‘through which necessarily…a social order is communicated, reproduced, experienced and explored.’ What is significant about Williams’ work is that, for the first time culture has come to mean constituting rather than expressing a certain way of life. Although the idea that culture as ‘a whole way of life’ has come to be universally accepted, there is still some disagreement concerning a common definition of culture.

The focus can be narrowed even further. There appears to be some consensus that culture can be divided into two categories. The first category is ‘objective’ culture or the outwardly visible manifestations of a particular group of humans, which have become routinized into particular forms. In other words, objective culture is institutions and manifestations of identity that interacting groups of humans create or construct. This includes such things as art, literature, dance and music, but also social, economic, political, and linguistic systems. Less apparent, but more important for the subject/intent of this paper is ‘subjective’ culture, which includes the psychological features that define a group of people, their everyday thinking and behavior, i.e. elements such as beliefs, behaviors and values. The remainder of this essay, unless otherwise noted, will refer to ‘subjective’ culture when using the term culture.

Psychologically speaking, culture is the learned portion of human behavior, most of which is acquired through habituation, or unconscious conditioning, oftentimes of an extremely subtle nature. This is so much so, that most people do not realize how their thoughts and perceptions shape their understanding of the environment that they live in. Incidents or acts are formed largely as a result of the influence of long term unconscious conditioning received from their primary aggregate grouping. By combining these multiple aspects, culture can then be defined as ‘learned ideals, beliefs, values and assumptions characteristic of an identifiable community or population which cumulatively result in socially transmitted behavior patterns.’ An important aspect to note is that culture, as defined here, exists in two dimensions; an invisible dimension (ideals, beliefs, values and assumptions) and a visible dimension (behavior). Given this definition, what role does culture play in the military and how important is it?

Culture’s Role

We can gather from the dearth of references to culture in current literature that the idea of culture as a concept or feature of war-fighting has gained momentum in recent times. President Bush’s 2002 National Security Strategy publicly introduced the principles of ‘preemption’ and ‘prevention’ into American security policy and states that for the United States Military to conduct its mission of defending the nation effectively it must: assure our allies and
friends; dissuade future military competition; deter threats against U.S. interests, allies, and friends; and decisively defeat any adversary if deterrence fails.\textsuperscript{27} The same emphasis appears in the most recent National Security Strategy, issued in March 2006.\textsuperscript{28} The 2005 National Defense Strategy assesses the current strategic environment and identifies that potential adversaries recognize the United States’ unparalleled strength in conventional war fighting and accordingly, most are striving to adopt asymmetric capabilities and methods categorized as traditional, irregular, catastrophic and disruptive challenges.\textsuperscript{29}

Furthermore, the 2005 National Defense Strategy directed a review of current Defense Department capabilities to address these challenges, the results of which are published in the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review Report.\textsuperscript{30} In an effort to address these challenges, the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), directed the development of “roadmaps” for areas of particular interest. The report specifically addressed “areas of particular interest”--institutional reform and governance; irregular warfare; building partnership capacity; strategic communication and intelligence.\textsuperscript{31} Furthermore, the QDR, in the interest of “better capturing the realities of a long war,” articulates increasing the emphasis on irregular warfare activities, including long-duration unconventional warfare, counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, and military support for stabilization and reconstruction efforts.\textsuperscript{32} The increased emphasis is further articulated as greater investments and focus on developing and maintaining appropriate language, cultural and information technology skills.\textsuperscript{33}

In his Capstone Concept For Joint Operations, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff describes how joint forces are expected to operate from 10 to 20 years into the future with the intention of providing a foundation to lead future force development and employment.\textsuperscript{34} While recognizing that the nation must maintain its primacy in conventional military operations, the Concept draws special attention to the national security implications of operations that do not necessarily include either adversaries or combat.\textsuperscript{35} It further articulates the need for new capabilities and processes to reduce the necessity to apply armed force and for integrated interagency and multinational involvement, regardless of the type of operations conducted.\textsuperscript{36}

Addressing the complexity of the future environment, this Joint Concept offers a solution defined as set of five elements\textsuperscript{37} which the joint force is expected to use while solving military problems. Espousing the need for an explanatory framework to properly appreciate the complex nature and multi-dimensional dynamics of this environment, the Concept proposes to adopt a “Systems View of the Environment,” one that approaches the operational environment as series of “complex, adaptive “systems” that are the product of the dynamic interactions between connected elements and processes.”\textsuperscript{38} In addition, the concept establishes three
fundamental joint actions, which are primary to the organizing and integrating of time, space and purpose. One of these three; “establish, expand, and secure reach,” is further dissected into physical, virtual and human reach. Obtaining reach in the human domain is about establishing mutual trust over time that may reduce the threat from adversaries to future operations. One of the key methods to setting the conditions for success in obtaining human reach is to understand the cultural environment.

The cultural environment exists in the land domain because humans are land creatures. Although the Human Race now has varying capabilities to exploit Air, Sea and Space domains, humans live and interact primarily on land. As land dwellers, military actions on land, or in other words, land power has primacy of influence on human behavior. As the nation’s primary land force, the Army’s ability to control land, resources, and people through a sustained presence makes permanent the advantages gained by joint forces. Although FM-1 draws a clear distinction between current doctrine and future concepts such as those articulated in the Capstone Concept for Joint Operations, much of the Army’s current doctrine already nests with many emerging Joint concepts.

The foundation of the Army’s doctrine is its operational concept. While the operational concept will evolve as a result of changes in the nation’s requirements, the operational environment, or in response to emerging capabilities, it is fundamentally a statement of the Army’s current over-arching operational construct. In any situation, Army forces will seek to seize, retain, and exploit the initiative through speed, shock, and surprise with depth, simultaneity and endurance. Army forces provide strategic land power across the Range of Military Operations by their ability to conduct Full Spectrum Operations, defined as simultaneous and continuous combinations of offensive, defensive, and stability and reconstruction operations in joint overseas campaigns while concurrently supporting homeland security. A key point in the Army’s operational concept is the central tenant that “overcoming the enemy’s will is the objective of combat operations; physical destruction of enemy forces, when necessary, is only a means to this end.” This point is in close alignment with the Defense Department’s ‘shift in emphasis’ “from a focus on kinetics – to a focus on effects.” This is especially important as elusive enemies increasing seek to counter American strengths in technology and firepower by hiding themselves and their operational infrastructures in multi-dimensional geography and within societies.

The three dimensional construct – physical, intellectual, and moral - of the American profession of arms places a significant emphasis on humans, their abilities and interaction with one another. Knowledge of both internal military culture and that of the external environment is
deemed essential to the success of the American military profession. The internal emphasis is there because the military is values-based and those values must be understood and embodied in all that a military professional does. The external emphasis exists because cultural awareness is central to a military professional’s ability to adapt to varying environments with different cultural and political values while understanding what those differences may mean within the operational environment. Additionally, the uniquely human ability to formulate ideas is central to victory, in that war is ultimately fought for ideas, as ideas motivate combatants and complete victory is only possible if adversaries understand and believe that they are defeated.49

American Land power can accomplish many things, most in conjunction with other components of the joint force, but land power is unique in its ability to decisively impose the Nation’s will on adversaries. It follows then that, Land power, more than any other component, depends on human interaction and innovation while fundamentally seeking to change or control human will.50

‘Human Will’ is a pluralist term, the exact meaning of which is the subject of historical debates by and among philosophers and theologians. Most attempts at defining ‘human will’ or ‘the will’ include the mind’s power to choose.51 Carl von Clausewitz stated that “War is thus an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will.” Will plays a significant role in current joint operations design in such things as identifying the adversary’s Center of Gravity, which Clausewitz called “the hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends.”53 The concept of Center of Gravity is a vital principle in planning any military operation. Joint Publication 5.0: Joint Operational Planning states that Centers of Gravity “comprise the characteristics, capabilities, and/or sources of power from which a system derives its freedom of action, physical strength, and will to fight.”54

As previously noted, emerging joint operational design concepts center around a ‘Systems View of the Environment.’ Fundamental to this concept is an “Effects Based Approach to Planning.”55 The intent of this approach is to connect “strategic and operational objectives to tactical tasks by identifying desired and undesired effects within the operational environment.”56 The draft joint publication further explains “effects” by stating that “Effects describe battle space behavior—often the desired behavior of the adversary.”57

A significant consequence of the advent of the Information Age is the categorization of information as an element of national power. This elevation in status has coincided with a corresponding increase in emphasis in the way in which nation’s acquire, manage, process, control and distribute information, which joint doctrine labels Information Operations.58
Just as Joint Operations integrate service capabilities, Information Operations serve to integrate information and information systems. The coordinating draft of Joint Publication 3-13: Information Operations describes the “information environment” as “where humans and automated systems observe, orient, decide and act upon information, and is therefore the principal environment of decision making.” Distinct from, but capable of existing within each of the four geographical domains (land, sea, air and space), the information environment is considered to consist of the physical, information and cognitive dimensions, all of which are inter-related. The physical dimension consists of infrastructure, hardware, weapons platforms and the like, the informational dimension is the information itself and the methods used to process, manipulate and move it and the cognitive domain is where decisions are made.

Information Operations are concerned primarily with affecting decisions and decisions are made in the cognitive dimension, where humans think, perceive, visualize and decide. Thinking, perceiving and visualizing are all conditioned, to some extent or another, by culture, therefore to attempt to understand an adversary’s decision making processes or to ascertain his intentions, emphasis must be placed on understanding his culture. In this manner, culture provides a significant foundation for a bridge between the physical and informational dimensions into the most important dimension of Information Operations, the cognitive dimension.

In addition to the role that culture plays in the external strategic, operational and tactical environments – avoiding mirror-imaging in decision making and discerning adversary intent, constructing joint operational constructs, understanding adversary and target audiences perceptions and influencing human will, culture plays a significant role within the internal Department of Defense environment as well.

The 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review Report’s key message is change. Secretary Rumsfeld’s foreword states that the QDR “reflects a process of change that has gathered momentum... the ideas and proposals in this document are provided as a roadmap for change, leading to victory.” The scope and scale of this proposed change is articulated as transformation and subdivided into two fundamental imperatives; “reorienting the Department’s capabilities and forces... and implementing enterprise-wide changes to organizational structures, processes and procedures...” Pertaining to enterprise transformation, the QDR states that “the Department has moved steadily toward a more integrated and transparent senior decision-making culture...” and that “the Department’s culture, authorities and organizations must be aligned in a manner that facilitates, rather than hinders, effective decision-making...” Lastly, senior Defense Department officials recognize that while many
different ways to transform the force have been identified, fundamentally “transformation is first and foremost about changing culture.”

Just as culture exists in many forms and multiple dimensions, it also exists at many levels. Members of the military may expect to confront cultural differences at several distinct levels. The majority of the previous discussion emphasized the highest level of cultural difference, one of an international nature, generally expressed within some kind of an adversarial environment. These kinds of situations usually involve the nation’s interest in imposing on an adversary’s or target audience’s will, changing their intentions, or influencing their behavior. Another type of high level cultural interface frequently encountered is one that exists in a coalition, partner or allied environment. At the lowest level of cultural friction, practically every service member will have some conflict, at least initially, between the culture of their upbringing and the culture of their particular service. Even inside services, cultural differences exist. Usually tied to units and mission sets, these cultural differences may vary from subtle to quite profound, and service members must adjust to these differences as they volunteer to or are directed to transfer from one unit to another.

Another type of low-level cultural friction is that which can emerge in the triad between a service member’s personal culture, that of his service, and that of the local culture in the area where he is stationed. At the next level, the Defense Department’s tremendous strides in improving joint war fighting capabilities over the last decade or so has significantly increased the contact between the different service cultures. Likewise, the recent emphasis on Interagency operations will substantially increase the contact between Service members and the civilian employees of various government and non-government agencies, each of which posses its own unique internal culture.

Recommendations

The American people must understand that the global environment has changed fundamentally, especially in the context of the post-cold war world and the advent of “globalization.” Still more or less accustomed to the “black and white,” relatively rigid structure of a bipolar world, the nation must come to understand the extent to which American responsibilities have changed in a de-centralized, less-structured, multi-lateral, inter-connected environment. Political leaders need to ensure transparency within the public debate while establishing for the American people what those responsibilities and roles truly should be. A fundamental issue that must be addressed is whether America as a society, like it or not, can grasp the fact that the world’s expectations and perceptions concerning the United States have evolved. The disintegration of the Soviet Union eliminated the balance between expectations
and reality and as a result, American policy and practice is now measured against the theoretical, always a much higher standard.

The United States has conducted six major nation-building operations since 1993, each generally considered by military personnel to be an anomaly and usually accompanied by a palatable undercurrent throughout the ranks of “we don’t do nation-building.” Despite loud and often indignant protestations to the contrary, experience shows that the American military does “do nation-building” and must be prepared to do more in the future. The challenges of the new strategic environment, i.e. terrorism, failed states and proliferation, indicate that this trend will only continue. When these challenges are combined with the “Long War” construct and considered in conjunction with the newly declared National security policies of “pre-emption” and “prevention,” many prudent observers would consider the possibility of an increase in these types of operations. Acknowledging the validity of this type of trend and assembling the capability to adequately address these challenges requires significant changes in structure and culture across the Department of Defense. Maintaining an appropriate balance of capability to simultaneously counter emerging and yet to emerge peer or near peer competitors in conventional, symmetrical warfare exponentially complicates the change equation.

The Defense Department, and as a subset, the Army is a traditional organization and as such, is institutionally averse to change. Schein’s cultural organization theory states that a group’s culture exists on three levels: on the surface are artifacts, underneath artifacts are values and behavioral norms and at the deepest level lays a core of beliefs and assumptions. We do not have to look deeper than the most superficial culture layer, at artifacts, for an excellent expression of this aversion to change. The case of the Beret offers an excellent example. The Army Chief of Staff’s decision to establish the Black Beret as the Army’s garrison headgear met with manifold and manifest criticism. Five years later, and despite even more substantial change, to include a new field uniform, this decision still elicits negative comments. Meant to be a symbol of a new, improved Army, the black beret met with significant resistance upon implementation and even now, is not regarded by many career soldiers as permanent.

The Army has traditionally been an inward looking organization which believes its values and behavioral norms to be correct and spends a good portion of its energy protecting its core beliefs and assumptions. Although the Army has been relatively successful at instituting significant changes in its culture, i.e., de-segregation and women in the military, both of these successes were instituted as a result of outside influences.

Writing between the two great wars, Basil H. Liddell-Hart noted: “The only thing harder than getting a new idea into the military mind is getting an old one out.” This is an insightful
observation that identifies the duality of the challenge in developing a culturally aware army and a culturally adept officer corps. If the Defense Department and by extension, the Army truly intends to inculcate “a culture of innovation” and establish the capacity to “look and operate deeply within societies,” it must break the traditional paradigm of service exclusiveness significantly exacerbated by a “culture of control” and an inflexible, “one size fits almost all” Personnel Management System and embrace, at the entry to senior leader level, a pervasive, meaningful, critical thinking skills and cultural education training methodology, while simultaneously reforming career development paths. If the latter is implemented, over time, the former will be accomplished.

Historically, the United States has primarily pursued bi-lateral external relationships, with the resultant traditional military educational processes producing narrow and specifically focused talent, providing our Nation with niche capabilities which have habitually been “too little, too late.” Inefficient and exclusive, this paradigm has not satisfied anything beyond our most basic requirements.

Education and training is, as it has always been, the key to successful change. The number and diversity of the world’s cultures prohibits a “cookie-cutter” single culture training regime and has demonstrated that our current, specifically focused, career-field approach is inadequate in today’s contemporary operating environment. In order to address the necessary cultural imperatives, the Army, as the Nation’s primary “human terrain” maneuver force, must institute a multi-echelon, inclusive and comprehensive cultural knowledge training program.

Any truly pervasive program must begin with basic soldier education. During a soldier’s initial entry training, we must introduce, within the framework of mission accomplishment and without degrading tactical proficiency, the idea of cultural wherewithal. Instilling cultural wherewithal does not mean developing each soldier into a foreign area expert. Rather, its purpose is to establish a baseline for cultural literacy. Culturally literate soldiers understand their own cultural background and are aware how their own views and actions may affect the views of people from other cultural contexts. Culturally aware soldiers also understand that their actions or behavior may be misread or perceived in a manner inconsistent with their intentions by a member of another culture. This is not about cultural relativism, multi-culturalism or cultural pluralism, nor is it a vehicle for increasing soldier propensity for “going native”; it is about leveraging culture in the pursuit of mission accomplishment and furthering the nation’s interests. This concept must be further developed, expanded, and professionally instilled into the non-commissioned officer’s professional education and junior officer’s initial training.
Cultural training for officers should begin, if not already started, upon acceptance into a commissioning program. Every Reserve Officer Training Corps and United States Military Academy cadet should be required to take at least two years of a foreign language prior to being commissioned. Cadets should receive the same cultural awareness training as soldiers do during initial entry training. Furthermore, cadets should be encouraged or even required to adopt a region of the world, preferably one that complements their language training. In doing so, cadets should spend some, if not all of their elective class hours on learning as much about that country, countries, or region as possible.

Junior officer education and training continues with cultural literacy training and then expands into cultural competency. Cultural competency in the civilian world is about understanding the management of groups and communities across cultural boundaries and is demonstrated through organizational leadership capable of crossing cultural divides while establishing cooperative frameworks within organizations and between communities and groups from different cultures. From a military standpoint, Cultural competency must have a foundation in cultural anthropology, but it is primarily concerned with understanding and managing group dynamics inherent in specific regions of the world where the nation’s interests are most pronounced. Regional studies specifically designed to increase regional awareness should be emphasized.

Personality inventories designed to identify potentially culturally adept personnel should be administrated to every officer during the Officer Basic Course. Those with identifiable aptitude should be offered the future opportunity for individually focused and more intensive training. If an officer possesses interest and demonstrates proficiency, that officer’s career should be carefully managed to provide him with additional opportunities to increase his military knowledge and his regional awareness and language skills. An additional, extremely critical element is the identification of language aptitude and development of language capability. Generally, the motivation necessary to move beyond the superficial, rudimentary knowledge of a specific foreign culture, especially a culture that is radically different, is driven by language capability.

Leaders at all levels must do a much better job of establishing the importance of linguistic ability to soldiers. Every officer in the United States Army must be required to take the Defense Language Aptitude Test. Resources, especially time, must be dedicated to the attainment of language capability. Demonstrated linguist aptitude should be noted and managed separately from the majority. If an officer has an aptitude, is provided the necessary time and training, and
receives true support and encouragement from his Chain of Command, he will embrace a language, which will provide the motivation and opportunity necessary to attain cultural fluency. Intermediate as well as senior officer educational programs must continue to stress improving cultural and language skills. Cross-cultural negotiation skills are a definite force multiplier and gain in importance as an officer rises in grade.

Individual cultural education, for both soldier and officer, must be re-enforced with collective, specifically focused cultural education and training during a unit’s train-up for deployment. This training should be designed and supervised by the most culturally adept soldiers available, preferably a cell of experienced Foreign Area Officers.

The concept as outlined, while broad, provides a foundation to establish an initial rudimentary baseline of cultural awareness and then expand the ranks of those who are culturally competent within our Army. Additionally, it identifies those soldiers and officers with the prerequisite aptitudes and interests for specialized training. Having struggled with developing culturally adept soldiers for years, I am fully aware of the challenges associated with attempting to produce them, especially the cost in resources, particularly in our two most valuable ones, personnel and time.

At some point, we, as military professionals, have to decide what is essential to meet our multiple mission requirements. Clearly maintaining a “warrior ethos” and unsurpassed kinetic capability is fundamental. I submit that in today’s combined, multi-national environment, culturally literate soldiers and culturally competent officers are also fundamental. Achieving the right balance will most likely require a holistic review of practically every system within the Army’s “system of systems” and result in significant changes in personnel management, compensation, retirement, education, training and perhaps, most significantly of all, attitudes.

Adding a few hours of “cultural training” to the already overburdened annual training menu will not suffice. Inculcating the appropriate level of cultural knowledge throughout the force will necessitate sizeable changes within our own, rather exclusive culture, which may, therefore, require significant external pressure to achieve.
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